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Where Life Outdoors Comes Naturally
“The colorful earth of Northern
New Mexico was one of the most
natural undeveloped sites for golf
I’ve ever seen.” — JACK NICKLAUS
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO: The word bluebird symbolizes two meanings that both crystalize the Las Campanas
lifestyle. Its most common definition refers to a cloudless sky with calm conditions, while the other references
Native American culture and stands as a sign of prosperity
and happiness.
“As a Certified Audubon Golf Facility, water conservation and habitat preservation are the important ethos among
members and management,” expressed Isabel Chavarria,
director of membership at Las Campanas. “Our Bluebird
Trail features 65 bird boxes
to help propagate birdlife.
Las Campanas is
It has been so well received
spread across 4,700 acres
with many homesites
that over 100 members have
spaced up to a half mile
enhanced the initiative by
from one another.
installing similar bird boxes
in their yards.”
Las Campanas features two Jack Nick“The warm summer
laus Signature golf courses, a tennis pavildays and cool nights might be
ion, an industry leading fitness center with
the best in the world.”
indoor/outdoor swimming pools, a highly
A Trail Ride With a Wrangler
—
AL
ANTONEZ, GM/COO
acclaimed equestrian program, and a warm
The welfare of horses is paramount at the
AT LAS CAMPANAS
20-acre Las Campanas Equestrian Center.
and inviting hacienda clubhouse.
Horses are turned out in large, sandy pad“We have tried to stay true to the area’s
docks; fed three times daily; and blanketed and unblanheritage,” continued Chavarria. “Our community has genuine Southwestern charm with cultural influences from
keted as weather necessitates.
local Native Americans and descendants of Spanish set“Residents have access to three miles of manicured
tlers from nearly 500 years ago. I think a comment from
trails and direct access to 63,000 acres of BLM [Bureau
Mr. Nicklaus sums it up best: ‘The experience at Las Camof Land Management] open space,” detailed Chavarria.
panas is very different from other private clubs in the
“The size of our equestrian facilities rivals the size of our
Southwest.’ Our architectural guidelines embrace local
main clubhouse, showing how important the equine
style with the clubhouse being a shining example of pueblo
lifestyle is engrained at the club.” ■
design with heavy use of traditional stucco, heavy doors,
and exposed ceiling beams.”
For information, visit TheClubAtLasCampanas.com.

